Relations are basic elements for representing knowledge, such as in semantic network, logic and others. In Web intelligence research, the extraction or mining of meaningful knowledge and the utilization of the knowledge for intelligent services are key issues. In this talk, I will present some of our researches related to these issues, ranging from macro relations to micro ones. Here we mostly use Web texts, and the use of their huge data though a search engine becomes a key function together with text analysis.
The final topic of the talk is Concept Description Language (CDL), which has been designed to serve as a common language for representing concept meaning expressed in natural language texts [30] [31] [32] . Unlike Semantic Web which provides machinereadable meta-data in the form of RDF, CDL aims to encode the meaning of the whole texts in a machine-understandable form. The basic representation element in CDL is micro relations existing between entities in the text; 44 relation types are defined. CDL has been discussed in a W3C incubator group for international standardization since 2007. It is intended to be a basis of semantic computing in next generation, and also become a medium for overcoming language barrier in the world. Current issues of CDL are, among others, an easy semi-automatic way of converting natural language texts into the CDL description, and an effective mechanism of semantic retrieval on the CDL database.
